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DISTRICT ENERGY WORKSHOP

The Heat is On – In North West England
Community heating workshop in partnership with
GMCA, MCC, City Councils in North West England and DEPA
Manchester – 9th June, 2015
You are invited to a one day workshop aiming at exchanging competence and
experiences on best practices and technologies between progressive
local authorities in North West England and Swedish district energy
operators and technology providers
Community Heating solutions are on the move. A large number of local authorities in
the UK are currently involved in planning and installing small scale heating networks. This
development is expected to accelerate in the years to come, driven by rising energy costs
and growing focus on policies on energy efficiency, climate change and energy security.

Community Heating installations require significant investments and involves a number of
stakeholders from different sectors – municipalities, consultants, technology suppliers,
construction companies, operators and investors. It is not only about specifying an
optimal technical solution and building the physical installation. It is equally important
to develop solid political strategies, a competitive commercial offer and attractive
investment prospects. And finally and not least to recruit and train the operational
team responsible for optimizing ROI while minimizing risks and environmental impact.
In spite of these challenges, local authorities across the UK have come a long way down the
road in preparing competitive community heating solutions. The WHY, WHAT and WHERE
questions have in many cases already been answered. Extensive investigations and feasibility
studies have confirmed the significant opportunities offered by Community Heating in terms
of e.g. energy savings, ROI, job creation locally and environmental benefits. As a consequence
the focus is now shifting to the more practical questions of HOW to actually implement the
plans, WHO to supply, install, operate and finance the investments, and WHEN to do it.
You are invited to a one day workshop and match making activity during which we will focus
entirely on the practical How-Who-When questions of investing in Community Heating.
The workshop will focus on the investment plans in the UK in general, and in the NW England
in particular. The workshop is targeting the key stakeholders required to bring a project
beyond the feasibility study – competence and technology suppliers, installers, political
decision makers, investors and operators. The objective is to match and bridge needs with
haves, questions with answers and plans with solutions in order to ultimately bring efficient
Community Heating from words into reality.
The Heat is On. Welcome to Manchester on 9th June, 2015!

HEATNET EUROPE
Stockholm Waterfront
www.heatnet.se

Peter Anderberg
 +46 70 56 111 99
 pa@heatnet.se
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AGENDA

21st April

10.00 
The Heat is on in the UK

Michael King – HEATNET UK
Julien Packer – GMCA

• Welcome and Introduction

The Swedish Experience
OPERATING DISTRICT ENERGY
• OPERATORS – The Heat is on in Sweden since
1960s –strategic, commercial, financial and
environmental returns
PROCURING TECHNOLOGIES
• VÄRMEK – Joining forces to secure quality,
reduce total life cycle costs and enhance
sustainability
FINANCING DISTRICT ENERGY PROJECTS
• INVESTORS – District Energy attracts
investors – Project financing in District
Energy

Peter Anderberg – NORDIC HEAT
Lars-Inge Persson – ÖKAB

Peter Dahl – VÄRMEK

NN – Bank (tbc)
NN – Investment company (tbc)

Lunch
The UK Opportunities
VISION & PLANS
• Investment plans
• Needs for competence and products
• Requirements on partners and suppliers

Tim Rotherey - ADE
Dave Lea - MCC

CHALLENGES
• Crossing the Valley of Death

Julien Packer – GMCA

SOLUTIONS
• DEPA – A joint procurement agency in the UK
cooperating with VÄRMEK
• NORDIC HEAT – Establishing a platform for
UK-SE cooperation to facilitate project
execution, operations and financing

Julien Packer – GMCA
Peter Dahl - ADE
Peter Anderberg – NORDIC HEAT
Michael King – HEATNET UK

HEATNET EUROPE
Stockholm Waterfront
www.heatnet.se

Peter Anderberg
 +46 70 56 111 99
 pa@heatnet.se
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AGENDA

9th June
Building District Energy
Partners in SE and UK

Peter Anderberg – Moderator

(Company presentations will be spread across the day)

• Designing the Heat System

Company X – NN

• Financing District Heating

Company X – NN

• Capturing Heat

Company X – NN

• Distributing Heat

Company X – NN

• Controlling Heat

Company X – NN

• Metering Heat

Company X – NN

• Operating and Maintaining Heat

Company X – NN

• Managing the information flow

Company X – NN

 16.00

HEATNET EUROPE
Stockholm Waterfront
www.heatnet.se

Peter Anderberg
 +46 70 56 111 99
 pa@heatnet.se
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PRACTICAL INFORMATION
Location & Time schedule

9th June
10.00 – 16.00 Manchester – Town Hall

Hotel

Upon request, we can organize reasonably
priced hotel

Fee

€ 1 250 per company
(max 2 participants per company,
Excluding VAT, hotel, meals and
transportation)

Questions and registration

Peter Anderberg
Phone:
Mail:

+46 70 56 111 99
pa@springnet.se

Michael King
Phone:
Mail:

HEATNET EUROPE
Stockholm Waterfront
www.heatnet.se

Peter Anderberg
 +46 70 56 111 99
 pa@heatnet.se

+44 7966 238 566
mk@heatnet.se
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SWEHEAT
Sweden is a pioneer in the evolution of sustainable energy solutions. No wonder. With winter
cold dropping to -35˚C and summer heat peaking at more than +30˚C, an agreeable indoor
temperature is essential.
During the last decades, Sweden has achieved substantial reductions of CO2-emissions, while
maintaining high and sustainable economic growth. The main explanation is found in the
nationwide expansion of efficient district heating and cooling derived from non-fossil energy
sources. Today, more than 60 % of all Swedish homes and commercial buildings are heated
by district heating and the Swedish model is being implemented successfully in countries all
over the world.

Sweheat & Cooling – The Swedish Council for District Heating & Cooling – was established in
1993. Ever since, our member companies have been instrumental in the global evolution of
efficient and sustainable district heating and cooling infrastructure. Our basic mission:
Holding their products, services and experience readily available to planners, decisionmakers, consultants and constructors world wide.
Please contact us to find out what Swedish spearhead technology can do for you.
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Supported by

Partners of the Climate Bridge initiative

PRESENTATION

NORDIC HEAT
NORDIC HEAT is a peer-to-peer approach aiming at providing hands-on support in the
entire process of bringing district energy from vision to operations – business planning,
commercial strategy, design, procurement, installation, commissioning and operations and
maintenance. A critical element in our proposition is that Nordic Heat is an initiative
initiated by a group of large municipality owned energy companies, thus completely
independent from consultants and technology suppliers.
NORDIC HEAT involves professionals with a long and proven track record from the District
Energy sector. You will meet colleagues to yourselves who are eager to share their knowhow and experience in order to support you in building district heating networks in a way
that minimizes your costs and maximises your revenues. Just as they have done, and still
do, in their regular positions back in Sweden. They have first-hand experience in managing
risk and optimizing returns on investments. You can trust they will be on your side of the
table throughout the process, something that is critical for the credibility, and
thus the very existence of NORDIC HEAT.
NORDIC HEAT offers a range of advisory services related to the development and
operations of District Energy solutions – political strategies, business modelling and
commercial strategy, investment strategies and due-diligence support, design and technical
solutions, procurement of consultants, hardware and contractors, project management,
commissioning, operations and maintenance.

MISSION

SERVICES

Peer-to-peer advisory service
aiming to support the development
of District Energy and W2E
solutions in new markets, by
transferring the extensive knowhow and experiences developed in
Sweden during the past 50 years.

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Thereby reducing risks and
increasing financial and
environmental returns for new
entrants in the sector.

Climate Bridge
Stockholm Waterfront
Klarabergsviadukten 63
101 23 STOCKHOLM - SWEDEN

Peter Anderberg, Founder
 +46 70 56 111 99
 pa@springnet.se
www.springnet.se
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Seminars & Workshops
Advisory Services
Training & Exchange
programs
Case Studies
Support services
Networking platform
Facts and News service
(Operations &
Maintenance)

NEWSLETTER

HEATNET – DISTRICT ENERGY PARTNERS

2014 – Q4

HEATNET – EUROPE

Briefly
The Heat is On in the W2E and District Energy sectors. Having proven its case in Scandinavia –
commercially, financially and environmentally – it is now attracting the interest from a
long range of stakeholders in Central and Southern Europe. W2E and District Energy are no longer
theoretical concepts being studied and advocated by politicians, energy experts and
environmentalists. Pipes are in the ground, and sub-stations connected. Experiences are being
accumulated. And they are positive. Energy customers, politicians, operators, investors, media,
environmentalists all agree. W2E and District Energy is here to stay. And to grow. Driven by end user
convenience, political demands for energy efficiency and security, public concerns for the
environment, and unexplored commercial opportunities.
There is No Time to Waste for those who want to establish a position in the emerging W2E and
District Energy markets. Now is the time to enter the market, and to find the answers to
all the key questions for anyone involved in sales
• What do the new markets look like in practice – volumes, driving forces, trends?
• Where is the market – which are the companies behind the macro statistics?
• Who are individuals to approach – how to access the key decision makers?
• What do they really need – how can my products and services match these needs?
• With whom should I establish partnerships to build a long term market position?

HEATNET is a pan-European support company offering a range of temporary
assistance services on short notice to managers and teams in the European District
Energy and Waste to Energy markets. The 250 professionals who are partners in
the HEATNET network spread across more than 20 countries are all highly
experienced and well connected. Most have more than 25 years of operational
experience in the energy sector.
Our guiding principle is that Business is never Business to Business. It is always
Human to Human. The role of HEATNET is to offer a range of support services to
enable those humans to do even more business. We are holding out a hand for
professionals to take, when they need one.
HEATNET EUROPE - HEADOFFICE

HEATNET UK

HEATNET EUROPE
Stockholm Waterfront Building
Peter Anderberg
pa@heatnet.se
+46 70 56 111 99
www.heatnet.se

HEATNET UK Ltd

HEATNET offers a range of services
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Market knowledge and research service
Strategic and operational advisory service
Access to key stakeholders in targeted markets
Advisory and due diligence services to investors
Networking and partnering activities
Access to major customers in key markets
Access to best-in-class competence and
technology suppliers in energy/energy efficiency
Access to investors and financing institutions
Resource and competence pool
Management support services

250 Partners – 20 Markets

Michael King
mk@heatnet.se
+44 7966 238 566
www.heatnet.se

Business is Always Human to Human

HEATNET EUROPE
Stockholm Waterfront
www.heatnet.se

Peter Anderberg
 +46 70 56 111 99
 pa@heatnet.se
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VÄRMEK

PRESENTATION

